
 

Your guide in navigating the decision to move your business 

and processes into a Cloud environment.

ESTIMATING

IN THE CLOUD

 



The construction industry is changing. While adoption of new 

technologies and digital transformation may have been slow 

compared to other industries in the modern era, the undeniable 

advantages of digital transformation - better use of data, increased 

efficiencies, flexibility, accuracy and agility, better use of resources, 

and ultimately higher profits - from a slew of new solutions has 

made adoption a necessity.

The major underpinning factor that made this digital transformation 

possible was the arrival of the Cloud and its ability to deliver IT 

resources to anyone, anywhere, anytime. With its capability to 

manage and store data, it is becoming increasingly commonplace 

with upwards of 90% of all businesses now utilising the Cloud in 

some capacity to better their operations.

Therefore, with increasingly frenetic pace, the industry is continuing 

to march towards this new digital epoch leaving only dust for those 

who are left behind. 

So, what is all the fuss about?
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THE CLOUD

What is the Cloud?

Cloud computing, also known as ‘the Cloud’, is the on-demand delivery of IT resources 

and digital assets via the Internet. Instead of buying, owning, and maintaining physical 

data centres and servers yourself, you can access technology services such as email, 

online banking and accounting software when required, wherever you may be.

This is replacing the traditional method of data storage, whereby a software solution is 

installed on a single computer or internal server and can only be accessed locally. The 

Cloud, however, can be accessed from anywhere you have an internet connection.

What is Cloud Migration?

Migration to the Cloud is crucial for companies who are looking to go through their own 

digital transformation to support their business’ continued growth with the added bonus 

of increased flexibility of accessing software and important documents at any time, from 

anywhere.

Cloud Migration is the process of moving data, applications, and other IT assets into 

a Cloud environment. It could also mean moving through various Cloud platforms. 

However, in most cases, it details the process of moving from an on-premise, legacy 

system into a Cloud-based infrastructure. 01
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Why is moving to the Cloud so important?

Simply put, the Cloud is both the present and the 

future. The process of accessing applications or 

programs from software installed on a physical 

computer is quickly becoming obsolete and simply 

can’t o�er the same advantages as accessing your 

data from within a Cloud environment. 

Accessing software in the Cloud allows multiple users 

to view the same dataset in real time and work on 

projects together, simultaneously. 

This in turn helps to foster greater teamwork and 

collaboration, and allows software companies to 

seamlessly provide updates or add new features, 

modules, or other enhancements as they become 

available. 

In general, a move to the Cloud can help improve 

e�ciency, bolster cash flow, increase profitability and 

future-proof your business.
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BENEFITS OF THE CLOUD

Moving to the Cloud has tremendous benefits to any organisation 

seeking a modernised platform for further operational innovation.

1.   Increased productivity and flexibility

By its very nature, the Cloud allows an organisation to embrace greater levels of flexibility and productivity. In 

a world where being able to work remotely has never been more valuable, a Cloud environment allows you 

to do just that without skipping a beat. Simply login to your solutions using an internet connection and you are 

good to go.

2.   Collaboration

Have you ever been in a situation where you needed to access a file or application, but a colleague was in 

the middle of using it? Perhaps you needed to update a document and weren’t sure if the file you were using 

was the latest version, or simply didn’t even have access to it from your computer.

The Cloud eradicates these often productivity-killing issues by providing an environment where you can not 

only access applications, files and documents from your own personal device, but so can your colleagues! 

Your entire team can work on a project in real-time, making real-time changes without the need to keep a 

warehouse of version controls.

3.   Data visibility and utilisation

Having a single source of data allows you to utilise all of the resources available to you – particularly 

information from old projects – to make better and more informed decisions. The Cloud allows you to do this 

by storing and accessing large repositories of relevant information which may be valuable at a later stage.

4.   Reduce IT expenses

The Cloud allows for a reduction in the cost and time taken to set up and maintain internal IT infrastructure. 

The Cloud is maintained by the solution provider, including backups, software upgrades and server upgrades. 

You also don’t need to worry about the cost of database software licences or administering security patches.

5.   Future Proof

A Cloud platform is scalable, allowing you to increase the level of services required as your business expands. 

It also allows you to collate other Cloud platforms within your eco-system, providing further opportunities to 

leverage from automation and the use of technology to scale your business.
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COMMON MISCONCEPTIONS OF THE CLOUD
If you fall victim to some of the negative opinions of modern Cloud technology, you could be missing out 

on significant time-saving, e�ciency-building opportunities within your estimating business.

SOURCE: ProEst: My estimators don’t need the cloud.

1.   My on-premise version is working fine

 

Sure. Your on-premise solution or spreadsheets 

may be working fine for now, but it can be easy to 

overlook the benefits of moving to robust, purpose 

built estimating solution that can be accessed 

anytime and anywhere. In fact, your current 

solution may be slowing you down and you may 

not be working as e�ciently as you could be by 

using a Cloud solution.

A Cloud solution can also allow you to centralise 

data, reduce your IT maintenance costs, provide 

remote access for your estimators and broader 

team, and allow you to scale when bringing on 

additional resources.

So in this case, the grass is definitely greener in 

the Cloud.

2.   My data won’t be secure

 

Cloud environments have evolved over a number 

of years to be incredibly secure environments. In 

many respects, it may be safer to store your data 

on the Cloud than on your computers’ hard drive 

or internal server. The Cloud boasts incredibly 

sophisticated security and encryption making 

unauthorised access extremely di�cult.

Additionally, if your computer is stolen, damaged 

or becomes compromised, all the data stored on it 

is lost. With a Cloud solution, your data is stored in 

a secure server within a secure data centre which 

has multiple security clearance checkpoints and 

fail safes built in ensuring your data is kept safe at 

all times.
 



3.   It’s too expensive

 

Cloud solutions provide flexible, subscription-

based pricing to suit any business. You no 

longer need to pay additional support costs as 

it’s all included in your subscription cost. 

Product upgrades, bug fixes, and other 

upgrades will also be provided at no additional 

cost, and will be done seamlessly through the 

Cloud.

Therefore, by moving to a Cloud environment, 

you actually save a lot in capital spent on on-

premise IT infrastructure and maintenance. 

4.   We aren’t big enough for a  

Cloud Solution

The great thing about Cloud is that it’s flexible, 

scalable, and suitable to organisations of all 

shapes and sizes. 

Whether you are a small civil contractor, or 

an enterprise size engineering company, the 

Cloud environment will suit you.

Think long-term. 

If your business’ goals are somewhere in the 

category of growth, it’s likely that you’ll need a 

Cloud solution at some point. 

So why wait?

5.   It’s all just too hard

 

Change is di�cult and can be hard to come to 

terms with. But if you put a proper strategy and 

plan in place to transition to the Cloud, you will 

experience less resistance and the change will 

be far easier. 

It’s important to remember that by moving 

to the Cloud, you are future proofing your 

business and setting yourself up for success.
 

SOURCE: ProEst: My estimators don’t need the cloud.
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1.   Get Educated

One of the most important aspects of 

transitioning to the Cloud is to ensure you and 

your teams learn as much as you can about 

the Cloud, what the transition entails and 

what you will need to know. This will include 

some of the common challenges with Cloud 

migration, what can help make it easier and 

identify any knowledge gaps that exist within 

the organisation.

2.   Plan

They say failing to plan is planning to fail, so 

you want to make sure you plan as much as 

possible for the transition. This means putting a 

plan in place and defining strategic objectives 

and processes specific for your organisation’s 

goals.  

This plan must also include which functions 

within the business should be moved into the 

Cloud, as not all functions will be suitable. 

TRANSITIONING 

TO THE CLOUD

04

SOURCE: Deloitte: The cloud is here: embrace the transition. How organizations can stop worrying and learn to “think cloud”.

Four phases designed to help your organisation 

make the most of the experience.
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3.   Formalise

Once your plans are in place, you can begin to formalise policies, standards, and an operating 

model to manage the solution. Policies will need to cover several areas, including:

4.   Evolve

The final phase of the transition comes from your organisation embracing its new Cloud 

environment and taking full advantage of the potential for innovation and experimentation. Cloud-

based solutions, such as PaaS (platform-as-a-solution) and SaaS (software-as-a-solution), can o�er 

clients the chance to rapidly and with little upfront monetary commitment evolve their business 

processes, allowing an easily scalable set of procedures that are available, secure, and up to date.

While adoption and acceptance may require change management and training from an 

organisational point of view, the modern capabilities of the Cloud will revolutionise the way that 

employees can do their jobs, inevitably enabling a more e�ective and motivated workforce.

• Contracting: What contract terms does your organisation need to be aware of and manage?

• Financial Management: What are the financial requirements to transition to the Cloud from 

budgeting, payments and accounting?

• Vendor Management: Outlining who exactly is responsible for the Cloud and what are they 

responsible for is crucial.

• Data Management: How will the management of data within the Cloud be performed?

• IT Security Management: What are the security considerations for transitioning to the Cloud, that 

including data security?

• Governance: How will decisions regarding the Cloud be made, and who holds the responsibility?

SOURCE: Deloitte: The cloud is here: embrace the transition. How organizations can stop worrying and learn to “think cloud”.
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THE CLOUD AND ESTIMATING

Utilising a Cloud-based estimating solution provides a plethora of benefits to 

your organisation.

1.   Securing your data

Data security is everything in a world run by modern technology 

advancements, and it’s no di�erent for estimators. Ensuring your 

estimates – which may have been worked on by multiple people 

over a number of months, or even years – are protected and safe 

is paramount.

We’re all familiar with Murphy’s Law; “Anything that can go wrong 

will go wrong.” Storing your data in the Cloud reduces the risk of 

data loss from blackouts, hard drive crashes, and any other things 

that can go wrong, with data safeguarded in secure data storage 

facilities.

2.   Collaboration

With multiple stakeholders working on projects and using or 

reviewing estimates, being able to collaborate e�ectively and 

often remotely is a massive benefit of using a Cloud solution.

It also allows for a single version of a document to exist on the 

one multi-faceted and shared platform, ensuring you don’t need 

to go hunting through emails or folders on your company’s server 

to find the document you and your team need.

3.   Upgrades 

With a Cloud-based estimating solution, product upgrades, 

maintenance and bug fixes are seamlessly delivered by the 

estimating software package.

4.   Accessibility

Having access to the right information, at the right time and at 

the right place can be a massive challenge for the construction 

industry, and the Cloud gifts you these advantages to go 

alongside your Estimating Software. 

That’s right – there’s no need to be in the o�ce on one single 

computer to work on your estimate. By using a Cloud estimating 

solution, you can estimate in the o�ce, on site or at home as well 

as accessing the estimate for client meetings. 

5.   Reliability

Estimating using an on-premise solution - whether it’s 

spreadsheets or estimating software - can be increasingly 

unreliable. Often, they are both installed and saved on individual 

machines or servers and can only be accessed in the o�ce. If 

there is a power failure, the hard drive crashes or the server goes 

down, the estimate will not be able to be accessed by anyone – 

no matter how senior you are!

Furthermore, spreadsheets are often reliant on specific formulae 

embedded within the workbooks which can be easily changed. 

They are usually built or maintained by one person who retains 

the knowledge, and if they leave the organisation, they take that 

knowledge with them. 
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6.   Integration Capabilities

Business agility is an essential component to any 

company wanting to succeed. Therefore, the integration 

functionality catered for by the Benchmark Cloud o�ers 

a streamlined and accessible amalgamation of all your 

business’ primary applications.  

The one simple platform, hosted in the cloud, can 

simplify the visibility over your company’s functions 

by housing and connecting not only your estimating 

software, but your ERP (Enterprise Resource 

Planning) software, project management software, 

asset management software and more in the same 

environment.
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CONCLUSION

Making the decision to alter the very core of your 

business can be daunting. However, with the right 

partner and software to guide you on your journey, the 

Cloud can provide enormous benefits and take your 

estimating business to new heights of e�ciency.

Benchmark Estimating Software is a world leading 

developer of enterprise class estimating software, and 

the Benchmark Cloud Solution has been custom built to 

give our clients the best possible tool to complete their 

project bids with heightened accuracy, security, and 

reliability.

For further information about Benchmark Cloud and 

digitisation trends in the construction industry, get 

in touch with one of our friendly team members who 

can assess your business requirements and uncover 

whether Estimating in the Cloud is the right direction 

for you.



About Benchmark Estimating Software

Benchmark Estimating Software is an Australian owned company and leader in developing and supporting enterprise 

software solutions for the broad construction industry. Founded in 1996, we use our wealth of experience across a number 

of industries to deliver world leading and user-friendly cost estimating software.

Trusted by over 5,500 users in more than 40 countries, our mission is to help organisations improve their cost estimating 

and seamlessly integrate it into the rest of its business processes.

If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to give us a call:

• Australia / New Zealand | +61 2 8396 6555

• United Kingdom | +44 (0) 161 228 3351

• United States of America | 1800 469 9405

Or send us an email:

sales@benchmarkestimating.com


